Explore a New Hobby (Nonfiction)

- Amazing Magic Tricks: Beginner Level by Norm Barnhart
- It Wood Be Fun: Woodworking with Children by Michael Bentnick-Smith
- The Big, Fun Kids Baking Book edited by Maile Carpenter and Liz Sgroi
- Ukuleles by Ruth Daly
- Chess Strategy for Kids by Thomas Engqvist
- Good Morning Yoga: a Pose-by-Pose Wake Up Story by Mariam Gates
- Learn to Fold Origami Zoo Animals by Katie Gillespie
- Juggling by Elizabeth D. Jaffe
- The Modern Nerd's Guide to Tabletop and Card Games by Jill Keppler
- Our Organic Garden by Precious McKenzie
- Let's Go Hiking by John McKinney
- Draw Out the Story: Ten Secrets to Creating Your Own Comics by Brian McLachlan
- Cool Stamps: Creating Fun and Fascinating Collections by Pamela S. Price
- Rock Climbing by Tim Seeberg
- Chinese Brush Painting: a Hands-on Introduction to the Traditional Art by Caroline Self and Susan Self
- Should I Play the Guitar? by Richard Spilsbury
- Skateboarding by Jackson Teller
- Latin Dance by Isabelle Thomas
- Bring Your Racquet: Tennis Basics for Kids by Steven White
- Crochet Projects That Will Hook You by Karen Whooly
- Backyard Astronomy Experiments by Alix Wood
- Karate by Alix Wood
- You Can Be an Ice Skater by Alix Wood
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